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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the systems of ordinary differential equations 
f = A(t) x +f1(t, x) (l-1) 
i, = A w Y +fzk Y> (14 
where x,yEX= R” (or C”), A(t) is n X n, tEJ= [0, co),f,(t,x) andf,(t,y) 
defined on J x X. 
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are asymptotically equivalent if for each 
bounded solution x = x(t)[ y = y(t)] of (1.1) [( 1.2)] there exists a bounded 
solution y = y(t)[x =x(t)] of (1.2) [( 1. l)] such that [x(t) -y(t)] -+ 0 as 
t+ co. 
Such a concept can be also formulated in the following way: To each 
solution x(t) E L* [y(t) E L m ] of (1.1) [ (1.2)] there corresponds a solution 
y(t) E Lm[x(t) E L”O] of (1.2) [(l.l)] such that x(r) -y(t) ELF. 
The main purpose of this paper is to use suitable Banach spaces, stronger 
than L(J, X), to obtain more general results related to the problem under 
consideration. We plan to carry out some applications by exploiting the new 
ideas extending the definition of the asymptotic equivalence. 
More complete details about these kinds of problems can be found in 
11% a, cl. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we state definitions, indicate notations, and summarize the 
results needed in our development of this problem. 
The symbol ]]a ]) will denote a norm in X and 1. ] is a matrix norm such 
that Wll Q IA I IL4 f or any n x n matrix A and x E X. L(J, X) denotes the 
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space of all locally Lebesgue-integrable functions defined in J, with the 
topology of mean convergence in L’ on bounded intervals in J. 
If B is a Banach space, ]. IB denotes its norm. We say that a Banach space 
B is stronger than L(J, X) if B is algebraically contained in L(J, X) and 
convergence in B implies convergence in L(J, X). Classical examples of such 
spaces are Lp = Lp(J, X), 1 ,<p < co, with norm (a lP, or the subspace LT of 
L* of functions d(.) such that 4(t) * 0 essentially as t -+ 03. 
An important class of Banach spaces is the class H(R) of spaces p = 
/3(J, R) c L(J, R), that satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) /3 is stronger than L(J, R); 
(ii) if 4 E p, w is measurable and I w(t)] < i@(t)], then w E ,8 and 
Iv/a< MO; 
(iii> if xIo,rl is the caracteristic function of the interval [0, r], then 
xro,r, E/3 for all T > 0; 
(iv) /3 is lean at infinity, that is, if 4 E /3, then ,Y,~,~] 4 + 4 as T+ CO. 
The spaces L”(J, R), 1 <p < co, LF(J, R) are contained in H(R). 
Another useful class of Banach spaces in H(R) consists of spaces p 
defined in the following manner. Let r/l = v(t) > 0 be a measurable function 
on J such that w and l/v are locally bounded on J. The space p = L,*,(J, R) 
contains all measurable functions d = #(t) such that g/v E Lr(J, R) with 
Ie3=Ic4L~. 
We denote by B =p(J, X) the space of functions fE L(J, X) so that 
]]f]] EP(J, R), with the norm If le = ]]]f]] 14, and by H(X) the class of all 
Banach spaces B = p(J, X), where /3(J, R) is in H(R). 
In the sequel, all Banach spaces considered are implicitly assumed to be 
stronger than L (J, A’). 
We consider the systems 
W i =A(t)z 
(NH) ti = A(t) w + b(c) 
(P> i = A(t) x +f(t, x) 
where A(t) is an n x n matrix locally Lebesgue-integrable in J, b(.) and 
f(., x(.)) E L(J, X), whenever x(.) E L(J, X). 
If D is a Banach space, we say that x(e) is a D-solution of some equation 
when x(.) E D and is a solution. 
A pair (B, D) of Banach spaces is A(t)-admissible if, for every b E B, 
(NH) has at least one D-solution. 
Given a Banach space D, X0, denotes the linear subspace of X of initial 
values z(0) of D-solutions of (H). X,, represents any subspace of X 
complementary to X0,. PO, is the projection of X onto X0, annihilating X,, . 
The following result, due to Massera and Schaffer, is of special interest. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let (B, D) be an A (.)-admissible pair of Banach spaces. Let 
to E&D. Then, if b E B, (NH) has a unique D-solution w(e) such that 
Pot, w(0) = &,. Furthermore, there exist positive constants C, and K, 
depending on X,b, but not on b or &,, such that 
In the sequel, if (B, D) is A(.)-admissible, C, and K always represent he 
constants of Lemma 2.1. 
Given a number p > 0, let S,,, be the closed ball (f~ D: Ifln <p} in D 
and let V, be the open ball I<,, E X0, : ]I &,]I < p} in X,. The next theorem, 
due to Corduneanu [4, Theorem I], is of fundamental importance for this 
paper and can be found in Hartman [7, Theorem 8.1, p. 44 11. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that equation (P) has the following properties: 
(a) The pair (B, D) is A(.)-admissible. 
(b) There exists p > 0 so thatf(., x(.)) E B, provided x(s) E S,,, . 
(c) There exists 4 0 < ,I < K-‘, such that 
IS(., 4’)) -f(*,Y(*))IB GA Ix(*) -v(.)lLl (2.1) 
whenever x(m), y(e) E S,,,. 
V~o~XoD~ll~oII and ~=lf(~,% are suflciently small in such a way 
that 
CoIltoIl +Ka< (1 -~K)P, P-2) 
then (P) has a unique D-solution x(a) E S,,, satisfying P,,x(O) = &,. 
3. TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF A FAMILY 
OF SOLUTIONS D-ASYMPTOTIC OF (1.1) 
DEFINITION 3.1. A function x = x(t) from A to X, with [T, 00) c A c R, 
T > 0, is asymptotically in the Banach space D if there exists a function 
2 = X’(t) from J to X which is in D and such that Z(t) = x(t) for t > T. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Whenever the function x is asymptotically in D and x 
is also a solution of a differential equation, then we will say that x is a D- 
asymptotic solution of the differential equation. 
The next lemma is essentially a reformulation of Corduneanu’s Theorem 
in a convenient form for our purposes. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that Eq. (1.1) has the following properties: 
(i) The pair (B, D) is A(.)-admissible and B = /?(J, X) E H(X). 
(ii) There exists p > 0 so thatf,(.,y(.)) E B, tfy(*) E S,,,. 
(iii) There exist a function A(.) E /I =/I(J, R) and a number T 
sufficiently large such that 
IX [r,m,(*>[flc~ 4’)) -fi(*,Y(*)>l IB 
G IXU,rn)C) n(*>lfl Ix(-) -Y(*)ll, 
(3.1) 
for all XC->, y(e) ES,,, and A = Ixr,.,,(.)~(.>lo < K-l. 
ISroEX,,anda=If(.,O)I, are sufficiently small so that 
then (1.1) has a unique D-asymptotic solution y = y(.) defined on [T, 00) 
with the properties: 
(iv) P,,Z-‘(T)Y(T) = to, where Z(.) is a fundamental matrix of(H) 
with Z(0) = I(“). 
(v) The solution y has an extension j defined on J and that is solution 
of 
such that y’(T) =y(T) and ( y’(-)I, <p. 
Proof Let At, y(t)) =x rT,a,(t) f,(t, y(t)). For (3.3) we have that (a) and 
(c) of the Theorem 2.2 are given by (i) and (ii), respectively. We see also 
that (ii) and the fact, B E H(X), imply (b). Therefore the Theorem 2.2 
implies the existence of a unique D-solution y’= y’(.) E S,,, of (3.3) such 
that P,, y’(0) = &. Since S(t, y(t)) = 0 for 0 < t < T, it follows that 
Y(t) = Z(t) Y’O) and so, P,, j(0) = P,, 2-l (7’) y’( 7’) = <,, . The function 
y(t) = F(t), t > T, is the D-asymptotic solution of (1.1) such that 
&Z-‘(T) y(T) = 6,. Th’ is completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remarks. (1) If BEH(X) and D,<L” (i.e., DcLm and 
I v/I, ,< 1 v//~, w E D) then a sufficient condition for the hypothesis (iii) of 
Lemma 3.3 is given by: “there exists a function A(.) E p(J, R) such that 
Ilfik x(O) -fi(GYw)ll <WI IIW -YO)ll 
for all tEJandallx(.),y(.)ES,,,.” 
(2) If B E H(X) and D = L,, where y(t) > 0 is continuous on J, then a 
409/102/2-S 
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sufficient condition for the hypothesis (iii) of Lemma 3.3 is given by: “there 
exists a function A(.) E /?(J, R) such that 
for all t E J and all x(.), v(a) E SD,O.” 
In the following we adapt the arguments used by Onuchic and Taboas 
[ill. 
Let D be a Banach space stronger than L(J, X) and let 
N = {v/ E D: v(t) = 0, t > T}, where T is given by Lemma 3.3. We define the 
equivalence relation: 
f 2 g -2 “f(t) - gw E N* 
Since N is a closed linear subspace of D, we have that D/N is a Banach 
space with the quotient norm. 
Under the conditions of Lemma 3.3, with a < (K-l - A) p and u a positive 
constant such that C,a + Ka < (1 - AK) p, we have that if &, E X,, , with 
Il&ll < u, then there exists a unique D-solution y”(.) E S,,, of (3.3), such that 
P,,&O) = to. Such a solution will be denoted by y’(., co). 
Let ,VO = {< E X0, : (I <I1 < o} and we consider the family of D-solutions of 
(3.3) F = 1 .?(a, 0: 5 E v,} P rovided with the induced topology of D. 
In addition, Lemma 3.3 implies that for each y’(e, l) there corre- 
sponds a unique D-asymptotic solution v(., c) of (1.1) such that 
P,,Z- ‘(7) y(T, 0 = r. Therefore to the family r;’ there corresponds a family 
F = { y(., <):r E V,} of the D-asymptotic solutions of (1.1). We will consider 
the set F provided with the induced topology of D/N. 
LEMMA 3.4. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.3, with a < (K-’ - A) p 
and u a positive constant such that C,CJ + Ku < (1 -AK) p, then the 
mapping: 
is continuous. 
ProoJ For each & E V, and each u(.) E S,,,p, Lemma 2.1 ensures that 
the equation j = A(r)y +fli, u(t)), whereflt, u(t)) = xrr,,,,(t)fl(t, u(t)) and T 
is given by Lemma 3.3, has a unique D-solution y(.) such that P,,y’(O) = &, 
and IF(.) C, ll&ll + K lfl.,u(.)&. Define an operator on SD,p by 
Y’(.) = Mlou(.). If ul, u, E S,,, and .F, =MtouI, Y; = MlouZI Y’,(-> -A(.> 
’ the D-solution of 9 = A(t)y +j(t, u,(t) -f(t, u*(t)) such that 
~oDIG,P) -.WIl = 0 and I?,(.I -.%.)I, <K ly(., u,(.)) -fC., G.))lB. 
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Condition (iii) of Lemma 3.3 implies that Ml0 is a uniform contraction 
with respect to &,. Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that Mluu is 
continuous in &, for each fixed u in SD*,. 
Relations (3.1) and (3.2) imply that ]McO uID <p if u E SD,p. 
-l-hen MS&, = SD., and by uniform contraction principle, the fixed point 
y’(., &,) of Ml0 depends continuously on &, (see [5, Theorem 3.2, p. 71). 
The following theorem connect I’, with F and its section F(T) = 
( y(T, 0 E X;y(., {) E F), where T is given by Lemma 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that the conditions of Lemma 3.3 ho/d, with 
u<(K~‘-~)p.Leta>ObeaconstantsuchthatC,a+Ka~(l--K)p. 
If Eq. (1.1) satisfies some condition which will ensure uniqueness of solutions 
on 10, r] x X, r > T, then the mappings 
U:tE V,+y(.,<)E F 
U,: Y(., 4 E F-*y(T, t) E F(T) 
H:Y(T,OEF(T)+<E V, 
are homeomorphisms. 
ProoJ Let 7~: D + D/N the canonical projection. Since f’c D and 
F c D/N, we have that U = 7~~0 and, hence, U is continuous. H is 
continuous as a restriction of the projection P,,. 
It remains to prove that U, is continuous. If U, is not continuous, then 
there exist y,(.) E F and a sequence y,(a) E F (n = 1, 2,...) such that y, -‘y, 
in D/N, as n + 03 with ]] y,(T) -y,(T)11 > 6 > 0, where 6 is a constant. As 
D/N is stronger than L(J,X), we have that j; /] y,,(t) -yJt)ll dt + 0, as 
n + co, and therefore, y, converge in measure by y, on [0, r.]. Thus, there 
exists a subsequence ynK of y, converging (a.e.) on [0, r] for y,. By continuity 
with respect to the initial data theorem, it follows that y,(T)+y,(T), as 
n + co, which is a contradiction. Then U, is continuous. 
A simple analysis on the diagram 
shows that each mapping is invertible, its inverse being the composition of 
the order two. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC RELATIONS 
This section contains our main result and some applications. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let p and q integers such that 0 <p < n, 0 < q < n. 
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are (p, q)-asymptotic related with respect to the 
ordered pair {D,, D2} of Banach spaces (we will use the notation 
{ p, q; D,, D2}) if the following two conditions hold. 
(i) There exists a family FP of D-asymptotic solutions of (1.1) which 
depends upon p parameters. 
(ii) For each solution y =v(t) of (1.1) in FP, there corresponds a 
family G, of solutions x = x(t) of (1.2) which depends upon q parameters, 
such that the family of differences y - x is bounded asymptotically in D, and 
is homeomorphic to subspace q-dimensional. 
We adopt the convention that a family which depends upon 0 parameters 
must consist of at least one member. 
Remark. If dim X0, =p, Lemma 3.3 implies the existence of a family F, 
of D-asymptotic solutions of Eq. (1.1) which depends upon p parameters. 
In the sequel, we will suppose that the equations (1.1) and (1.2) satisfy 
some condition which will ensure uniqueness of solutions. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) satisfy the following 
conditions : 
(a) (B, Di) is A(.)-admissible, i = 1,2 and B = /?(J, X) E H(X). 
(b) There exist pi > 0 such thath(*, ui(*)) E B ifUi(.) E SDi,Pi, i = 1, 2. 
(c) There exist functions A,(.) E p(J, R) and a number T sufficiently 
large such that 
Ix rT,m,w-lc~ XC’>> -fi(+TY(.))l le 
<IX ,r,co,(9M’)ls Ix(*) -Y(*)l,, (4.1) 
for allx(-),y(*) E SD,,p,s 
lXmd)[fZC~ 4’) +Y(*)) -fA., 4’) +v(*>)l IB 
< Ix IT,cok) M)lo 14.) - wm,nD, (4.2) 
foraW-h wt.1 E SD,nD2,P2p~(*) E SD,,,, and np = Ixr,,,,(‘)ni(.)lo~K-‘. 
(d) Let dim Xoo, =p and dim X0D,rv)2 = q. 
If ai = I.&(‘, O)IB and o are suflciently small so that C,o + Ka, < 
(1 --ApK)pi, then Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) are {p,q;D,,D,nD,}. 
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Proof Lemma 3.3 implies the existence of a family Fp of D-asymptotic 
solutions of (1.1) which depends upon p parameters. Let y = y(t) be a 
solution of (3.3), where y E F, is given by Lemma 3.3. It follows that 
I YID, <PI. 
The change of variable u = x -y(t) leads to the differential equation 
ti=A(t)u+F(t,u) (t>T;uEX) (4.3) 
where 
It is convenient o consider Eq. (4.3) as 
li =A([) u +X[T,m) (0F(t, u) (tea. 
From (4.2) it follows that for all u(.), w(s) E SD,m2,PZ 
l~~r,cm,(WC, 4.)) -I;‘(*, d->>I IB 
,< I&r, ,,(->4*>l/3 lu(*> - WID,nD,. 
Lemma 3.3 now implies that there exists a family G, of D, n D,- 
asymptotic solutions of (4.3) which depend upon 4 parameters. For each 
u E GQ, x(t) = u(t) + y(t) is a solution of Eq. (1.2); hence, there is a family 
G, of solutions of (1.2) which depends on q parameters, such that y - x is 
asymptotically in XD,m2+p,. Furthermore (4.3) satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 3.5, what completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE. We consider the equation 
a+c~taitbx=~(t)f(t,i)~ (4.4) 
where a, b > 0 and c > b/u. We will look for conditions about the pertur- 
bation y(t)f(t, i) 2 under which all solutions of (4.4) belong to Lr. Let us 
associate to Eq. (4.4) the systems 
Ji,=y, 
jt2 =Y, 
1 
(4.5) 
j3 = -by, -a~, -CY, 
i, =x* 
i* = x3 
i 
(4.6) 
i3 = -bx, - ax2 - cx, t v(t) f(t, x2) x3 
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Then we are interest o study the perturbations F(t, z) such that all solutions 
of (4.6) tend to zero as t -+ co. To this purpose we define B = M,, 
D, = D, = LF and we apply Theorem 4.2. Since a, b > 0 and ca > b the 
characteristic equation P(A) = A3 + CA* + a3, + b has all roots with negative 
real parts (see [3, p. 1581) what implies that (MO, LF) is A-admissible and, 
hence, (a) of Theorem 4.2 is satisfied. 
Given p > 0 we have that F(., z(.)) E M, if z(‘) E S,p,P when f(t, x2) is 
bounded on J x [-p, p] and v E M,. Then (b) follows. 
Let us now check condition (c). Let z = (x1, x2, x3) and w = (y, , y,, y3). 
Thus 
II m z(t)) - w, w(t)> II 
= I VW I I fk x2(0> x3(t) -f(t, Y*(t)) Y3W I 
G N I w> I II z(t) - 40 II 
as f(t, [) is continuous on J x [-p, p], such that the continuity in [ is 
uniform on J and f&t, C) is bounded on .I X [-p, p]. Hence, A(t) = N I w(t)1 
and the Remark (1) of Lemma 3.3 imply the condition (c). Since P(A) 
has all roots with negative real parts, then dim X,,, = 3. Furthermore 
a=JF(.,O)),O=O. 
Therefore, if F(t, z) is such that 
unifor2on’Y ‘) 
is continuous on J x I----p, p], so that the continuity in C is 
(ii) f,(i, <) is bounded on J x [-p, p]; 
(iii) I&.) E M, ; then, Theorem 4.2 implies that (4.5) and (4.6) are 
(3, 3; Lr, Lr}. So if y(t) andf(t, a) satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii) we have that 
all solution of (4.4) belong to Lr and that this family of solutions is 
homeomorphic to a three dimensional subspace. 
The motivation for this example is found in [9]. 
For the particular case in which D, = L” and D, = L,” we obtain the 
following results. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) satisfy the following 
conditions: 
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(i) (B, ~57) is A (.)-admissible, B = B(J, X) E H(X). 
(ii) There exist pi > 0 such thatfi(+, ui(.)) E B tf 
4.) E SDyJI (i = 1, 2). 
(iii) There exist a function V(t, r) nonnegative for (t, r) E J X J, 
nondecreasing in r for Jxed t, and 
Ilfik x> -“mY)ll G w IIX -YIN IIX -Yll 
(i= 1,2;tEJ;x,yEX). (4.7) 
(iv) V( ., r) E B(J, R) for each fixed r > 0. 
(v) Let dim XoLx = p and dim X0,,, = q. 
Then Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) are {p,q;L”,LF}. 
Proof: Theorem 4.3 is a consequence of Theorem 4.2 provided we show 
that the inequality (4.7) implies that the inequalities (4.1) and (4.2) hold. Let 
pi > 0 (i= 1, 2) be given. For all x,yE SLcc,p,, we have that Ilx-yll < 2p, 
implies V(t, (Ix -yII) ,< V(t, 2p,) and by Remark (1) of Lemma 3.3, (4.1) is 
satisfied with A,(t) = V(t, 2p,). In a similar way for all U, w E SLz,+ all 
Y E sL”‘.pz and A,(t) = V(t, 2pz), (4.2) holds. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose that Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(a) There exist supplementary projections P, , P, and a constant N > 0 
such that 
Il.W)4~-‘(~)ll <NY O<s<t 
IlW>P,Z-‘(s)ll <N, 
(4.8) 
o<t<s 
(b) The functions f, zz 0 and fi satisfy (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 4.3. 
(c) lr V(t, r) dt < o3, for all r > 0. 
(d) Let dim Xotm = p and dim X0,, = q. 
Then Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) are {p, q; L”O, LF}. 
Proof Massera and Schlffer [9, b, p. 33 l] have shown that (L’, L”O) is 
A (.)-admissible if and only if (L’, LF) is A(.)-admissible. They have shown 
also that (L’, Lm) is A(.)-admissible if and only if (4.8) is satisfied. The 
corollary now follows from Theorem 4.3 with B = L’. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose that the assumptions (b) and (d) of Corollary 
4.4 hold. Suppose that there exist supplementary projections P,, P, and a 
constant N > 0 such that: 
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+ jtm IIZ(t)P,Z-‘(s)J,‘ds)‘:’ <N (tEJ;l<r<co) (4.9) 
Let (r [ V(t, r)]” dc < 03, for all r > 0, where 6-l + 5-l = 1. 
Then Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) are (p,q;Loo, LF}. 
Proof Conti [2, Theorem 1 ] has shown that condition (4.9) is necessary 
and sufftcient for the pair (L”, L”O) to be A(.)-admissible. Hallam and 
Onuchic [7, p, 1941 have shown a stronger esult, namely, (4.9) is equivalent 
to say that (L”, Lo”) is A(.)-admissible. The corollary now follows from 
Theorem 4.3 with B = L”. 
Remark. A result analogous to Corollary 4.5 is Theorem 2 of [6], which 
supplies a { p, 0; L”O, Lp}, except homeomorphism. It should be noted that 
we have taken the weight functions VI, 9 of [6] as I = 4 = 1. 
Now we are going to make a very important application of Theorem 4.2, 
where we will use the space D = Lk n LF (k > 1). The next theorem is very 
informative when related to our concept of asymptotic relation. 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(i) There exist supplementary projections P,, P, and positive 
constants a and N such that 
IIZ(t) P,Z-‘(s)ll < Ne-n(t-s), o<s<t 
IIW)W-lWll <NT o<tgs 
(4.10) 
(ii) Assumption (b) of Theorem 4.2 holds. 
(iii) There exists a nonnegative function I= n(t) measurable on J such 
that 
Il~(~,x)--J;:(~,~)ll~~(~)llx-~ll (i= 1,2;tEJix,~E.X) (4.11) 
j 
co 
rrl(t) dt < 00. (4.12) 
(iv) Let dim X,, =panddimX,,=q(D=LknL,,,k> 1). 
Then Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) are {p, q; Ldl, Lk nLF}. 
Proof We will show that (4.10) implies that the pair (Li , Lk n Lp), 
k > 1 and v(t) = l/t + 1, is A(.)-admissible. Let b E Li and 
w(t) =(‘z(I) P,Z-l(s) b(s) ds -cm Z(t) P2Z-l(s) b(s)ds (4.13) 
0 I 
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a solution of (NH). By (4.10), we have 
Since b E LA, hence b E L ‘, implies that s,” )I b(s)I( ds -+ 0, as t --) co, 
which implies I:” b(s) ds + 0, as t 4 00; then Cm,,, e-*‘Ik eas 
[lb(s)11 ds = 0, by Strauss and Yorke [12]. 
Therefore, we obtain from (4.14) then w E LT. 
To see that w is also in Lk, k > 1, it is sufftcient o show that w is in L’ 
since we have established that w E LF. We observe that an integration in 
(4.14) leads to 
(4.15) 
Since the integral 17 t IIb(t)ll dt < co, because b(t) E L:, by Szmydt [ 13, 
Lemma 3, p. 3571 we have that l? [l: Ilb(s)(J ds] ds < co. An integration by 
parts gives 
.T 
o eas (1 b(s)(j ds ds 
-1 =--a: e -at 
I 
‘e”“I~b(s)llds+a-‘j~~lb(s)~lds. (4.16) 
0 0 
The right side of (4.16) is bounded and this implies that the first integral in 
the right side of (4.15) converges as t + co. This implies that w E L ‘. 
Furthermore (4.12) implies that A(t) E L:. Thus the theorem follows from 
Theorem 4.2 with B = L:. 
Remarks. (1) If v(t) = l/t + 1 and $(t) > 0 is continuous with 
I” t@(t) dt < co, then the preceding theorem follows from Theorem 4.2 with 
B = L,,,, D,=Lm and D,=LknLr, because under these conditions the 
space L: contains properly the space Lm,o. 
(2) A sufficient condition for (4.10) is given by A equal to a constant 
matrix, where all eigenvalues of A with zero real part have simple elementary 
divisors. 
EXAMPLE OF THEOREM 4.6. We consider the equation 
ti-u-Q(t)u”=O, n> 1, Q(t)EL,“, tfqt)E L’ (4.17) 
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Let us show that there exists a family of solutions of (4.17) which depends 
upon one parameter, that is, asymptotic in Lk n LF, k > 1 and 
homeomorphic to a one-dimensional subspace. 
Let us associate Eq. (4.17) to the following systems: 
so A = (Y A), f(t, z) = ( m&), where z = (z;) and a fundamental matrix of 
the homogeneous parts is Z(t) = (z: Z,!J. 
Let D,=Lr,D2=LknLr (k> 1) and B=Li, where v(t)= l/t+ 1. 
Hence dim .X0,, = dim XoD2 = 1. We consider the projections 
and P, = 
then 
llZ(t) P,Z-‘(s)ll < Ne-(‘-‘), o<s<t 
IIWP,z-l(s)ll <N, o<t<s 
therefore, (i) of Theorem 4.6 is satisfied. 
Since f, = 0 and f2(t, z(t)) =f(t, z(t)) is easy to see that (ii) and (iii) also 
are satisfied. 
Thus all conditions of Theorem 4.6 are satisfied. Therefore (I) and (II) are 
{l, 1; L,“,LknL,m} (k> 1). 
Since the family of LT-asymptotic solutions of (I) is also Lk fl I;?- 
asymptotic and depends upon one parameter and, since we have shown that 
for each y E F, there corresponds a family G, = {x(t)} of solutions of (II) 
depending upon one parameter such that y - x is asymptotic in Lk n Lr and 
is homeomorphic to one-dimensional subspace, we conclude our proposition. 
We observe that there exist significant relation between results studied by 
Bellmann in [ 1, p. 1321 and the ones given by us. We observe too that this 
example can be attacked by using Theorem 3 of Hallam and Onuchic [7], 
which implies only that (4.17) has a family of Lk n Lp-asymptotic solutions 
depending of one parameter. 
The next theorem were motivated by our Corollary 4.5 and Theorem 2 of 
Hallam [6, p. 3571. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let v/(t) > 0 and 0 < g(t) < 1 continuous on J. Suppose 
that Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) Assumption (b) of Theorem 4.2 holds. 
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(ii) There exist supplementary projections P,, P, such that the 
functions 
/ 
[I fllz(t)P,Z-‘(s)W(s)~I’ds 1 
l/r 
PI(t)= O 
sup llz(t)P,Z-‘(s) w(s)ll 
O(S<l 
[! *O” IIZ(t) P,Z-‘(s) I,u(s)~)’ ds I” I 
P*(t) = t 
;;y Ilw>p*z-‘Cd Y/(s)ll 
(r<a) 
(t= 00) 
(4.18) 
CT<=)) 
(t= co) 
are defined on J, with p1(.),p2(.) EL,,,. 
(iii) There exists function ,I(.) in L$ or L,,,, depending on u < co or 
u = co (o-l + t-’ = l), such that 
II”mx>-.mY>ll GWIIX-YII (i= 1,2;tEJ;x,yEX) 
(iv) Let dim Xor.% =p and dim X,,,@ o = q. 
Then Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) are (p, q; L”O, L,,,}. 
Proof Let us prove that (4.18) implies (L;, L,,,) A (*)-admissible. If 
b(.) E L;, it follows from Holder inequality and from the existence of the 
functions p,(t) and p*(t) on J. that the solution of (NH) w(t), defined by 
(4.13), satisfies the inequality 
IIWII G IW)/L,P&) +P*Wl 
and, hence, w(t) E L,,,. 
Then the theorem follows from Theorem 4.2, with B = L,” or B = L,,, 
depending on u < co or u = co, D, = L”O and D, = L,,,. 
The proof is complete. 
We note that Theorem 4.7 contains the following case: 
If i(t) = t--rce-at, .D, (I < 0, then lim,,, tLLea’ I(y(t) - x(t)(I = 0. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let v(t), til(t) and &(t) positive and continuous functions 
on J. Suppose that Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) Assumption (b) of Theorem 4.2 holds. 
(ii) There exist supplementary projections P,, P, such that the 
functions p,(t) and p2(t) defined in Theorem 4.1, belong to L,, ~7 Ld2. 
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(iii) There exist functions A,(.) in LG or Lu,O, depending on u < 00 or 
u = a(~-’ + 5-l = l), such that 
II m xl -f& YNI G g+Yll (i= 1,2;tEJ;x,yEX). (4.19) 
I 
(iv) Let dim XOLm, =p and dim X,,Lm,,~ml = q. 
ThenEqs.(l.l)and(1.2)are {p,q;L,,,L,,nLmZ}. 
Proof. The proof that (Lz, L,, ~7 L,,) is A(.)-admissible is analogous to 
the precedent one. By Remark (2) of Lemma 3.3, we have that (4.19) implies 
(4.1) and (4.2). Therefore the theorem follows from Theorem 4.2 with 
B = Lz or B = L,,, depending on CJ < co or (J = co, D, = L,, and D, = Le2. 
The classical approach of the problem of asymptotic relationships involves 
a condition of uniform proximity among solutions of the given equations. 
This in our case there corresponds to consider only spaces Di < Loo 
(i = 1,2). The above theorem provides a more general situation, because we 
can take Di = {f(t) E L(J,X); f (t)/e”’ EL”, a > 0). Furthermore, it 
suggests the construction of other situations. 
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